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the Bays are dynamic, constantly changing in 
response to human activities and the climate. 

Prior to the 1970s, the Bays were thought to 
be generally healthy: clear waters with plentiful 
bay grass meadows, productive oyster reefs, and 
oxygen levels that supported diverse and plentiful 
fish populations. 

But years of accumulated nutrient pollution, 
habitat loss, and overfishing have changed 
the Bays to generally murky waters 
that are dominated by algae, 
have very few bay grasses or 
oysters, and do not  
support healthy oxygen 
levels in most areas. 

habitat restoration and major pollution 
reductions are needed to restore water quality and 
achieve a healthy estuary once again. since the 
adoption of the 1995 Inland Bays Comprehensive 
Conservation and management Plan, much 
progress has occurred toward these goals. 

Now some environmental indicators 
suggest that accomplishments made 

under the Plan are bearing fruit and 
may be moving the Bays back 

in a healthy direction. 

Special edition!

The State of the Inland Bays and 

Their Restoration
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from the  
executive director
the 2011 state of the Bays report is another 

important stepping stone for the Center for 

the Inland Bays. It represents an intense and 

careful effort by a talented team of scientists 

to share with you our assessment of the 

condition of the estuary. the report is also a 

testament to the CIB’s longtime strategy of 

educating, inspiring and activating people 

to restore and protect our Inland Bays. 

that strategy is a very powerful formula 

for success. Utilizing the greatest natural 

resource in the region–Delaware’s Inland 

Bays–the CIB has become the organizational 

model for producing changes to protect  

this “estuary of national significance.”

But the job of restoring the Inland Bays is, in many ways, just starting. More than 
ever before, we need to pursue bold and vigorous actions if we hope to continue to 
accomplish our objectives. we have to increase our efforts to attract more people, especially 

younger people, to get involved in the cause of saving our local waterways. we also need our elected 

leaders to introduce important legislation, such as a freshwater wetlands law, that will protect what 

remains of these critical natural assets. and, we have to convince everyone that funding to support 

bay restoration is absolutely necessary by ensuring that “eco” is still part of the local “economy.”

the Center recently launched 1000 Rain Gardens for the Inland Bays, an ambitious environmental 

education and water quality initiative to create a thousand rain gardens in the Inland Bays 

watershed. By participating and building a residential rain garden, you can help to improve water 

quality while adding beauty to your property. also, please think about becoming an Inland Bays 

Patron or a member of the CIB and donate to support our important work. or, explore some of our 

numerous and interesting volunteer opportunities. you might also consider hosting a house party or 

a pot luck dinner to generate enthusiasm or help raise awareness about the CIB.

the CIB has accomplished much in restoring habitat, establishing dependable processes and 

strategies that implement our management plan, and completing numerous projects entrusted in 

our care. each CIB employee has been integral to the organization’s success, and I am proud of the 

work that they have done and continue to do for the Bays and for the residents and visitors to our 

watershed. 

I recently announced my resignation as executive Director of the Center after seven years in that 

post. my last day is october 1. I leave confident and comfortable that, with the experience and 

expertise of the CIB staff, their essential work will be carried forward and the organization will 

continue to provide the leadership for actions so critical to protecting our environment.

I truly appreciate the CIB Board, our staff’s hard work and dedication, and your support and 

commitment to Delaware’s Inland Bays. I look forward with great anticipation to hearing about the 

organization’s many future successes.

Ed Lewandowski, Executive Director

I N l a N D  B a y s  j o U r N a l

Photo by Martha Maxwell-Doyle



4	 	the Inland Bays are coastal lagoons; bays that 
lie behind a narrow barrier island that separates 
them from the atlantic ocean. 

4	 	travelling down route 1, through Dewey Beach, 
Bethany Beach and fenwick, the Inland Bays lay 
to the west. 

4	 	the Bays are unique places where ‘the rivers 
meet the sea’ where freshwater flowing from the 
land and down tributaries mixes with seawater 
that flows through inlets carved into barrier 
islands. 

4	 	a collage of habitats—saltmarshes, tidal 
flats, bay grass meadows, oyster reefs and 
winding saltwater creeks make up this diverse 
environment. 

4	 	for thousands of years, the Bays have supported 
an abundance of fish and birds, both resident 
and migratory, that use the Inland Bays to feed, 
reproduce, and grow. 

4	 	the beauty and productivity of this estuary now 
supports a thriving human culture and economy, 
with a year round population of 87,210 that 
swells to more than 250,000 at the peak of the 
summer season.

4	 	the watershed of the Inland Bays is 292 square 
miles of land that drains to 35 square miles of 
bays and tidal tributaries. located within sussex 
County, Delaware on the mid-atlantic coastal 
plain of the United states. 

4	 	rehoboth Bay and Indian river Bay are tidally 
connected to the atlantic ocean by the Indian 
river Inlet. 

4	 	little assawoman Bay is connected by the ocean 
City Inlet 10 miles to the south in maryland. 

4	 	the Bays are shallow, generally less than 7 feet, 
and have an average tidal range of 3 feet. 

3

the inland Bays Watershed 
Quick facts—
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the creation of new impervious surfaces such as 
parking lots, roadways, and the roofs of buildings 
can increase the amount of runoff entering streams 
and with it, the loads of nutrients, pathogens, and 
contaminants. the increased runoff causes streams 
to erode and reduces their natural capacity to 
remove pollution from waters flowing to the Bays. 

Increases in bacteria concentrations and chemical 
contaminants, and changes in water flow have 
been found when watersheds of some estuaries 
reach 10% impervious surface coverage.

from 1992 to 2006, impervious surfaces in the 
Inland Bays watershed increased by 1,203 acres to a 
total of 14,749 acres, or about 8% of the watershed 
land area. the watersheds of rehoboth Bay and 
little assawoman Bay are now over 10% impervious 
coverage.

Looking AheAd:

Impervious surface coverage will continue to 
increase. However, new stormwater regulations 
and ordinances are helping to limit new 
impervious surfaces and lessen their impact on 
waters. Dewey Beach, Fenwick Island, and South 
Bethany all have ordinances limiting the amount 
of impervious surface in new developments, and 
DNREC is expected to have improved its sediment 
and stormwater regulations by early 2012.

impervious surfaces From 1992 to 2006, impervious surfaces in the Inland Bays 
watershed increased by 1,203 acres to a total of 14,749 acres, 
or about 8% of the watershed land area.
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of the 31 indicators in the full report, we are highlighting two in this issue.

How we assessed 
the “state of the Bays”
To assess the health of the Inland Bays, 
the CIB selected a suite of ‘environmental 
indicators,’ specific species and conditions 
that are measured over time to determine 
how the Bays are changing and how much 
progress has been made toward goals for 
their restoration. 

Thirty-one individual environmental 
indicators were selected and grouped under 
six chapters in the report. Each group was 
assigned a status and a trend by assessing its 
indicators together. 
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of the 31 indicators in the full report, we are highlighting two in this issue. To view the complete report go to www.inlandbays.org or call 302-226-8105 to receive a copy.

Eagles and Ospreys are good indicators of environmental 
quality because they are at the top of the estuarine food 
chain and are therefore exposed to high concentrations 
of contaminants by biomagnification through their diet.

Bald eagles and ospreys are large birds of prey 
that can be seen flying over the bays with fish in 
their talons. they are favorites of wildlife watchers 
who statewide contribute over $200 million to 
Delaware’s economy each year.

Eagles and Ospreys have undergone a 
tremendous national resurgence after their 
populations plummeted from the 1950s through 
the 1970s in response to the toxic effects of DDT 
pesticides on their reproduction. 

they are good indicators of environmental quality 
because they are at the top of the estuarine 
food chain and are therefore exposed to high 
concentrations of contaminants by biomagnification 
through their diet.

Department of Natural resources and 
environmental Control’s Natural heritage and 
endangered species Program nest surveys show that 
the osprey population fluctuates annually, but has 
remained stable since surveys began in 1991. the 
Bald eagle population has increased, with eagles 
seeming to choose nest sites near tidal creeks and 
sources of fresh water. for both species, the number 
of chicks per nest fluctuated annually but was stable 
over the long term. 

Looking AheAd: 

Populations appear to have recovered from 
pesticide contamination. The outlook is one of 
stability with some concern about the influence 
of increased development 
on the growth of the Bald 
Eagle population, as they 
require nesting habitat 
with limited disturbance. 
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Photo by Dennis Bartow
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eagles & ospreys
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You can help reduce nutrient and stormwater pollution in the inland Bays
some of the challenges facing the Inland Bays may seem 
beyond the reach of the average citizen. 

But every day, each of us makes decisions that affect water 
quality in the Bays; that impact our swimming beaches, our 
sailing waters and the places that we fish and crab. 

You can take actions and take a stand.

many of us moved here from more populated areas where 
it might have seemed that one voice among so many would 
not be heard. 

you’re in Delaware now...in the Inland Bays watershed of 
sussex County. your voice for the Bays will be heard.

for more ideas on actions you can take for cleaner Inland 
Bays, go to www.inlandbays.org and click on “what you  
can do.”

We can’t do it without you.

TR
Y 

IT AT HOM
E

Limit the use of concrete and asphalt...use pervious 
materials like stones, clam shell, and pavers and limit 
the use of fertilizers and pesticides.

Scoop up your pet’s poop to prevent the bacteria from  
getting washed into storm drains that flow into the Bays.

Keep the rain water off the streets! Capture the 
stormwater off of your roof or driveway. Plant a  
rain garden and install a rain barrel. Learn how at 
www.inlandbays.org. Click on “What you can do  
in your backyard.”Regularly maintain your septic system.

Photo by Paw Prints the Magazine
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The water quality in the Inland Bays remains 
fair to poor, with the best conditions occurring 
in waters nearer the Indian River Inlet and the 
worst conditions occurring in Bay tributaries. 
low dissolved oxygen conditions remain 
widespread. Very few bay grass meadows exist 
and no areas support water quality found to 
allow reestablishment of bay grasses with good 
confidence. seaweed levels are still limiting to 
bay grass restoration in many areas, but have 
decreased significantly. algae levels in little 
assawoman Bay have also decreased. the water 
quality index for Indian river Bay shows a decline 
in water quality. 

Recreational water quality ranges from good  
to poor, but is fair to good in the open bays 
where most people swim. two species of fish 
have consumption advisories due to pollutant 
loads likely obtained outside the estuary. 
approved shellfish growing areas are at 62% of 
assessed water. 

Recreational fishing is increasing while 
commercial clamming appears to be declining 
somewhat. management of important fish stocks 
shows mixed success with summer flounder 
improving and the weakfish population collapsed. 
Blue crabs appear to be decreasing in number. 
eagles and ospreys continue their recovery while 
populations of waterfowl indicator species remain 
well below historic levels. 

Big improvements in nutrient management 
have occurred and are showing positive results 
in decreasing nutrient loads from all sources 
in most bays. By the next state of the Bays 
report, it is expected that all point sources will be 
addressed and that pollution reduction goals for 
atmospheric deposition will be met. Non-point 
source nutrient loads appear to be decreasing in 
response to 1) reduction in manure and fertilizer 
application resulting from improved agricultural 
nutrient management and 2) cropland conversion 
to developments. 

However, the significant changes in nutrient 
loads to the estuary have not resulted in 
significant changes to the nutrient 
concentrations in the estuary, and it is not  
clear why. 

The growth in human population in the watershed and associated 
environmental impacts such as deforestation and wetland loss have 
increased with consequences to the Bays that are not fully understood. 
the local climate appears to be warming and scientific models predict 
increases in the rate of sea level rise that will have important consequences 
for living resources.

Overall, the wide array of pollution control efforts being implemented 
are bearing fruit as nutrient loads decrease. It is thought that the small 
improvements in some water quality indicators that are now being observed 
will continue if these efforts can continue as planned. these improvements 
should allow for success in the bay grass and shellfish restoration efforts that 
are now underway.

Overall, the wide array of pollution control efforts being 
implemented are bearing fruit as nutrient loads to the 
Bays decrease. 

NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Watershed Condition

Nutrient Loads 
and Management

Water Quality

Climate

Living Resources

Pathogens  
and Contaminants

state of tHe BaYs sUMMarY

state of the Bays 
summary

HOW TO REaD THE STaTuS BaR

Status is indicated by a dot on the status bar. 

The farther to the left of the center the dot is, the more negative is the status of 
the group of indicators. 

The farther to the right of the center the dot is, the more positive the status. If 
the dot is in the center, the status is fair. 

a trend arrow pointing to the left indicates a negative trend. a trend arrow 
pointing to the right indicates a positive trend. No trend arrow indicates a 
neutral or unknown trend.
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Help us protect what you 
love about this place.
Become a friend of the Bays and join 
us to work for Better Bays Ahead. 
•  Become a member…better still, become a 

founding member of the Patrons of the 
Inland Bays.

•   Be a Volunteer for the Bays—Get dirty, Get 
wet, have fun! Go to our website and click on 
“what you can do.”

•   Keep up with news of the Inland Bays at our 
website www.inlandbays.org and follow us on 
facebook.

•   Take action…speak up for the Bays in your 
community.

To view the 2011 State of the Bays Report  
in its entirety, go to www.inlandbays.org 

“ The quiet, modest estuary is, in reality, 
a powerful biological engine driven by 
currents, the sun, land drainage and the 
tide-nudging moon.”—Wesley Marx


